From genome to proteome: developing expression clone resources for the human genome.
cDNA clones have long been valuable reagents for studying the structure and function of proteins. With recent access to the entire human genome sequence, it has become possible and highly productive to compare the sequences of mRNAs to their genes, in order to validate the sequences and protein-coding annotations of each (1,2). Thus, well-characterized collections of human cDNAs are now playing an essential role in defining the structure and function of human genes and proteins. In this review, we will summarize the major collections of human cDNA clones, discuss some limitations common to most of these collections and describe several noteworthy proteomics applications, focusing on the detection and analysis of protein-protein interactions (PPI). These human cDNA collections contain principally two types of cDNA clones. The largest collections comprise cDNAs with full-length protein coding sequences (FL-CDS). Some but not all of these cDNA clones may represent the entire mRNA sequence, but many are missing considerable non-coding UTR sequence, usually at the 5' end. A second type of cDNA clone, a 'full-ORF' (F-ORF) expression clone, is one where the annotated protein-coding sequence, excised of 5' UTR and 3' UTR sequence, has been transferred to a vector designed to facilitate transfer to other vectors for protein expression.